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...note the twist in reporting – it’s Hamas’ own rockets that’s causing Palestinian deaths... 

------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 
Kent State Professor Calls for Jihad Against Israel 

AUGUST 10, 2014 12:15 AM 

 
An IDF diagram showing how 4 rockets were fired by 

Hamas, but one went out to sea, one reached Israel and 

two hit Gaza's Shati and Al-Shifa Hospital.  

Photo: IDF / Twitter. 

A Kent State University associate professor of history is 
standing by his call for “jihad” against Israel, and his 

statement that Israel is “a regime that is the spiritual 
heir to Nazism.” 

In an “open letter” to “academic friends of Israel,” Julio 
Pino accuses the pro-Israel academic community of 
being “directly responsible for the murder of over 1,400 
Palestinian children, women and elderly civilians.” 
In his statement that quotes former Cuban dictator 

Fidel Castro and compares the academics to alleged 
Nazi collaborator and philosopher Martin Heidegger, 
Pino writes “Your names are scrawled on every bullet 
fired, bomb dropped, body buried and burnt forehead in 
Gaza. May your names become a curse word on the lips 
of every justice-loving person on earth, along with 
‘Obama’ and ‘Netanyahu.’” 

On Tuesday, the Simon Wiesenthal Center sent a letter 
to Kent State University, a public university 

that benefits from more than $137 million in state 

appropriations, asking that they denounce the 
professor: 
“We urge you to condemn the recent, highly offensive 
and blatantly anti-Semitic remarks of Julio Pino – an 
Associate Professor of History at your university,” the 
organization wrote to Kent State University President 
Beverly Warren. 

“Kent State is known for its proud legacy of Jewish 

studies, scholarship, and life; yet, when the state of 
Israel defends herself against thousands of rockets 
targeting Israel’s heartland launched by terrorist Hamas 
and a newly discovered underground of terrorist 
tunnels, Pino victimizes other academics with his vile 

propaganda, espousing terror and tarnishing Kent 
State’s good name while targeting Jewish and pro-
Israel members of the campus community. We strongly 
urge you to unequivocally denounce and repudiate 
Pino’s anti-Semitic diatribe. Such hate speech left 
unchallenged will only serve to create a hostile 
environment for Jews and others at Kent State,” the 

Center wrote. 
The university agreed with the Wiesenthal Center, 
releasing a statement that said, “We condemn the 
professor’s statement as reprehensible and 

irresponsible.  At Kent State, we value collegiality and 
mutual respect. Assailing the public with broad 
statements of culpability violates these principles.” 

But this is not the first time that Pino has expressed 
views critical of Israel, and gone to egregious lengths to 
express them. 
A report by the Committee for Accuracy in Middle East 
Reporting in America says Pinto interrupted a student-
run event on campus in 2011 featuring Arab-Israeli 

diplomat Ishmael Khaldi. According to the Kent State 
student paper: 
Standing at the back of the auditorium, Pino asked 
Khaldi how he and his government could justify 
providing aid to countries like Turkey with blood money 
that came from the deaths of Palestinian children and 
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babies. The crowd fell into an awkward silence as the 
two continued to exchange words from across the 
auditorium. 
“It is not respectful to me here,” Khaldi said. 
Pino responded by saying “your government killed 
people” and claimed Khaldi was not being respectful to 
him. 
“I do respect you, but you are wrong,” Khaldi said. “It’s 
a lie.” 

The exchange ended as Pino stormed out of the 
auditorium shouting “Death to Israel!” 
CAMERA also noted that “In 2002, Pino published a 
eulogy in the campus paper praising Palestinian 

terrorist Ayat al-Akras, who murdered two Israelis, 
Rachel Levy and Chaim Smadar,” and that “Pino has 
been accused of having ties to terrorists and had his 
home raided in 2009 by the U.S. Secret Service.” 
Pino told Watchdog.org in an email that he stands by 
“every word of my original statement.” 
“Israeli racism and apartheid must be opposed by all 

those who treasure justice, but American academics 

have a special obligation to speak out, in my opinion, 
given that the U.S. government endorses and arms the 
Zionist regime and no politician dares to expose the 
ugly truth of the Gaza massacre,” he said.  “As for 
‘intimidating the students,’ truth is like the lance of 
Achilles; it cures the very wounds it causes.” 

The university has not said if they intend to take further 
action against Pino. 
This article was originally published by Watchdog.org 

17 COMMENTS 

  

Richard Sherman 

August 10, 2014  

6:05 am 

Pino is a typical academic…99% of them are antisemitic, 

especially the antisemitic Jews like Gertrude Stein..Pino is just 

like Heiddegger..they both are raving antisemites…Of course 

Heiddegger was fascinated by the “beauty” of Hitler’s 

fingers…What part of Hitler fascinates Pino? 

Fredrick Toben 

August 11, 2014  

5:27 am 

Mr Sherman talks nonsense when he uses the term 

“antisemite” because it explains nothing but only indicates 

how morally and intellectually bankrupt Mr Sherman really is. 

Think of the Palestinian ethnic cleansing that is going on now, 

quite systematically and according to plan so that Eretz Israel 

can emerge. If Mr Sherman pretends this is not the plan, then 

he would already be weary of the sophistry that has been 

going on since even before 1948. 

And belling the cat for that message to reach the world is a 

moral imperative – at least that is the moral duty of those who 

can see clearly what is happening in the Middle East. 

Then remember that all Freemasons once a month express 

their desire of assisting in re-building King Solomon’s Temple! 

So, please don’t deflect from the real issue, and I suppose Mr 

Sherman would also label Heidegger’s expressed profound 

truism an antisemitic act: 

>>The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, 

already for the longest time, according to the principle of race, 

which is why they are resisting its consistent application with 

utmost violence.<Don’t only blame the Jews, also blame those 

that bend to their pressure!<< 

Your comment is awaiting moderation.  

 

http://www.algemeiner.com/2014/08/10/kent-state-

professor-calls-for-jihad-against-israel/#comment-

4410898  

__________________________________________________________ 

The HOLOCAUST is still high drama in New York! 

----------------------------- 

THEATER | THEATER REVIEW 

Recounting a Tragic Past Through the Eyes of Survivors 

‘The Good and the True’ Recounts the Holocaust 
By ALEXIS SOLOSKI AUG. 3, 2014 

Milos Dobry and Hana Pravda have apparently never 
met. Possibly Milos saw one of Hana’s early films, like 
“Marijka the Unfaithful.” Maybe she strolled past a 
Prague soccer field where Milos made save after save at 
goal. Or maybe, a few years later — now wretched, 
terrified, half-starved — they might have crossed paths 

at Auschwitz. 

The Czech director Daniel Hrbek has twinned their 
stories in “The Good and the True,” at the DR2 Theater, 
a documentary drama assembled from testimony by 
Ms. Pravda, who died in 2008, and Mr. Dobry, who died 
in 2012. Here, little unites the lives of the actress Hana 
(Hannah D. Scott) and the athlete Milos (Saul Reichlin) 
except their Jewry and the horrors they suffered and 

witnessed. 
This brisk 70-minute drama begins with a few 
particulars of birth and upbringing, but almost 
immediately it shifts to the camps. At Terezin, the so-
called model ghetto, there’s fear, abuse and privation, 
but also soccer and amateur theatrics. Predictably the 

story turns far grimmer as the setting shifts to 
Auschwitz. Milos recalls his arrival: “The doors crashed 
open. People fell and jumped from the train in the dark, 
gasping for air. Then searchlights, the dogs and the 
stamping of boots of the SS men, marching toward us.” 
The intertwined monologues don’t enhance or refract 

each other as much as you might wish, but they’re both 

compelling. Specifics give the story its power and its 
horror: the size of the boots that pinch Milos’s feet so 
badly that his toes start to fester, the frozen cabbages 
that Hana and other prisoners fight over during a forced 
march, the tulip bulbs that Milos eats, having mistaken 
them for onions. 
Ms. Scott is a late addition to the cast, recruited when a 

visa snag delayed the British actress Isobel Pravda, 
Hana Pravda’s granddaughter. Ms. Scott learned the 
role in just a few days and may well grow into it, given 
time. Mr. Reichlin, who has played the part before, 
lends a chilling humor to Milos’s plight. 

http://jihadwatch/
http://www.algemeiner.com/2014/08/10/kent-state-professor-calls-for-jihad-against-israel/#comment-4410735
http://www.algemeiner.com/2014/08/10/kent-state-professor-calls-for-jihad-against-israel/#comment-4410735
http://www.toben.biz/
http://www.algemeiner.com/2014/08/10/kent-state-professor-calls-for-jihad-against-israel/#comment-4410898
http://www.algemeiner.com/2014/08/10/kent-state-professor-calls-for-jihad-against-israel/#comment-4410898
http://www.algemeiner.com/2014/08/10/kent-state-professor-calls-for-jihad-against-israel/#comment-4410898
http://www.algemeiner.com/2014/08/10/kent-state-professor-calls-for-jihad-against-israel/#comment-4410898
http://www.algemeiner.com/2014/08/10/kent-state-professor-calls-for-jihad-against-israel/#comment-4410898
http://www.nytimes.com/pages/theater/index.html
http://www.themoviedb.org/movie/258699-marijka-nevernice
http://www.theguardian.com/culture/2008/jul/18/theatre
http://www.praguepost.cz/archivescontent/26238-milos-dobry-rebuilding-a-religion.html
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Saul Reichlin in "The Good and the True." CreditJeremy 
Daniel 

There are a few directorial missteps — some muddled 

lighting cues, an attempt to render the space beneath 

the piano as a miniature gas chamber — but Mr. Hrbek 
encourages his actors to treat the material with 
appropriate gravity and fervor. And given the facts of 

each story, it is remarkable that Mr. Dobry and Ms. 
Pravda lived to offer their testimony at all. “You tell 
yourself: You will survive, you will survive,” Hana says, 

recalling her first days in Terezin. “How could we have 
been so naïve?” 
 
“The Good and the True” continues through Sept. 
14 at the DR2 Theater, 101 East 15th Street, 
Manhattan; 212-239-6200, goodandtrue.co.uk. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/04/theater/the-
goodandthetruerecountstheholocaust.html?nlid=53250
2&src=recpb&_r=1   

______________________________________________________  

Free-speech phobics cling on 

 
Nick Cater, Columnist, Sydney, THE AUSTRALIAN, 

AUGUST 12, 2014 12:00AM 

https://plus.google.com/107028210610833732443 
 

 
Illustration: Eric Lobbecke Source: Supplied 

 
IF Andrew Bolt’s show trial was supposed to teach him 
a lesson it plainly didn’t work, judging from the tone of 
his questions to Labor’s Richard Marles on Sunday 
morning. 
The 21 people jailed for terrorism-related offences, Bolt 
claimed were “all Muslim”. 
Marles was not prepared to let that one slip. 

“You seem to be drawing a distinction between, in the 
question you ask, between Christian Australians and Islamic 
Australians,” he said. “If we see this kind of debate go down a 
path which seeks to vilify people of that faith, it makes their 
liberties, and their rights to enjoy their life in their country — 
our country — much more difficult. So I think we need to be 
careful, then, about how we conduct this debate … Let’s get 
the basics right before we start walking down unsettling 
paths.” 
Smug arguments like this might once have gone unnoticed, 
but with the head-hacking in the caliphate showing little sign 
of abating, a quaint discussion about the avoidance of 
“unsettling paths” seems to miss the point. 
There are no easy solutions to home-grown Islamist terrorism 
or to the community tension it provokes, but discouraging the 
use of the I-word won’t make it go away. 

The obsession with the avoidance of “inappropriate” language, 
even at the expense of open debate about matters of national 
importance, is an unfortunate ingrained habit. 
The reaction to the government’s modest amendments to the 
Racial Discrimination Act shows that the onus of proof now 
rests upon those who would justify free speech, not upon 
those who would restrict it. 
George Brandis’s Freedom of Speech Bill may not have 
received the reception he might have hoped for, but it has at 
least flushed out the true conservative forces in Australia and 
exposed the paucity of their arguments. 
“The FS Bill has been used as political tool,” wrote the ACTU in 
its submission to the Attorney-General, “to popularise the 
concept of freedom of speech in Australia.” 
It might surprise the ACTU to learn that free speech is, and 
always has been, popular among Australians, a people with a 
hard-won reputation for speaking their minds. 
It is a country of “informality, bloody-mindedness, 
individualism, self-reliance”, wrote the British politician Daniel 
Hannan recently. “Here, in short, is Mill’s libertarian philosophy 
made flesh.” 
Yet most of the thousands of submissions the Attorney-
General received favoured the status quo, arguing that 
restrictions on free speech were less onerous than the risk of 
giving offence. 
Who can tell whether the views of, say, the West Australian 
Somali Cultural Awareness Association were broadly in line 
with those of the public? Ditto the views of the Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander Reference Group, the Secretariat of 
National Aboriginal and Islander Child Care, the Australian 

Tamil Congress, the Australian Lawyers Alliance, Aboriginal 
Legal Service of WA (Inc), the Muslim Legal Network, the WA 
Muslim Lawyers Association and many, many more. 
Race Discrimination Commissioner Tim Soutphommasane 
summed it up — sort of — in last Wednesday’s The Canberra 
Times: “The members of ‘Team Australia’ have said 
unambiguously that the act should stay as it is.” 
Soutphommasane’s Team Australia should not be confused 
with that of Tony Abbott, who used the term last week to 
describe the broad national consensus on matters of national 
security. 
The Race Discrimination Commissioner, on the other hand, 
employs Team Australia as a euphemism for the new 
establishment, the enforcers of political correctness who 
remain firmly in control of most of Australia’s cultural 
institutions. On Thursday he told readers of The Age that the 
objections had “not just come from multicultural and 
Aboriginal communities”. 
“The legal profession, human rights experts, psychologists and 
public health professionals have all objected to weakening 
laws against racial vilification.” 

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/04/theater/the-goodandthetruerecountstheholocaust.html?nlid=532502&src=recpb&_r=1
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/04/theater/the-goodandthetruerecountstheholocaust.html?nlid=532502&src=recpb&_r=1
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/04/theater/the-goodandthetruerecountstheholocaust.html?nlid=532502&src=recpb&_r=1
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/author/Nick+Cater
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/
https://plus.google.com/107028210610833732443
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Indeed, we had rather expected they would. The repeal 
of 18C was a disruption to the grievance industry’s 
business model that they could not countenance. Its 
flaws are self-evident, but like a diseased tree in a 
Tasmanian forest, its felling was unimaginable. 
These are Australia’s true conservatives, the ones defending 
the cultural institutions they have either taken over or created 
in the 50 years since Donald Horne wrote The Lucky Country. 
Horne’s list of special interest groups is relatively short: the 
wheat, sugar and wool lobbies, the churches, the RSL, the four 
newspaper groups, BHP, the Chamber of Manufacturers and 
the unions in the Labor Party. 
Today’s list would be many times longer, but like the 
reactionaries in 1964, their grip on the levers of cultural power 
is less secure than they imagine. There is precious little 
support for their worn-out causes outside of the beret-wearing 
zone. 
The survival of clause 18C will ultimately prove a hollow 
victory. The chances of its illiberal provisions being exploited 
again in a case like the one brought against Bolt are practically 
zero. 

The toxic influence of the Bolt case on the climate of public 
debate is recognised as a price too high to pay by the wiser 
heads on both sides of the cultural divide. 
The case started a backlash that destroyed the Gillard 
government’s restrictive anti-discrimination legislation and 
gave the Abbott government the motivation to reshape the 
Human Rights Commission. Tim Wilson’s appointment with 
special responsibilities for free speech has noticeably shifted 
the body’s focus. 
Brandis, it should be noted, played a key part in both those 
achievements, a fact that should not be forgotten, despite the 
defeat of his Freedom of Speech Bill. 
In the end, the real issue is not 18C but the illiberal climate 
that encouraged the complainants in the Bolt case to pursue 
their audacious case. 
The pain of dashed expectations is acute for the many who 
wanted 18C off the statute books. Yet for the first time in 
decades the rights industry is fighting to hold its ground rather 
than planning its next grand adventure. 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/
freespeechphobicsclingon/storyfnhulhjj1227020970827  

_____________________________________________________ 
 

The Socialist Nazi Sympathizing Jew Who Led the Left’s War on Israel 

August 9, 2014 by Daniel Greenfield 

 
I wrote about Bruno Kreisky last year  in the context of 
discussing Austria’s Islamization. There’s no doubt that Kreisky 
was a real demented piece of work, on a par with Norman 
Finkelstein or M.J. Rosenberg. 
Austria’s Socialist Chancellor, Bruno Kreisky, despite being of 
Jewish ancestry, was fond of Muslim terrorists and Nazis. He 
had a habit of filling his cabinet with former Nazis while 
comparing Zionism to Nazism. His political success rested on a 
welfare state built with Soviet money funneled through 
commercial orders and turning a blind eye to terrorist attacks 
carried out with Soviet and Polish machine guns was part of 
the price. 
Even though the two terrorists had shouted, “PLO”, Kreisky 
announced, “I am firmly convinced that the attackers had 
nothing to do with the PLO,” Instead he suggested that they 
had been out to sabotage “Palestinian interests.” During an 
interview, he offered that “the bad, unqualified treatment of 
Palestinians in Israel is one of the causes for these extreme 
actions.” 
Joshua Muravchik has a much more extended write-up of that 
demented twisted creature whom he credits as “The Jew Who 
Turned the Left Against Israel”. I don’t think that’s a really 
accurate headline, as the core left was always anti-Zionist and 
anti-Semitic, long before Kreisky, but like the Finkelsteins and 
Rosenbergs, he was there to make the existing hatreds of the 
left seem “Kosher” again after the Holocaust. 
The left’s support for Israel was a very temporary 
phenomenon that came about largely due to the political 
situation in Europe and as an early anti-colonialist opportunity. 
In a few cases bonds had been forged through the mutual 
resistance against the Nazis. 
Kreisky however was a big fan of Nazis. 

This framework shaped his attitude toward his Nazi fellow-

prisoners when, in the mid 1930s, he served time for 
subversive activities under the authoritarian regime of Kurt 
Schuschnigg, which repressed challenges to the Austrian state 
from radicals, left and right. Kreisky’s biographer, H. Pierre 
Secher, writes that political discourse among these factions 
was “rarely . . . hostile.” On the contrary: 
There was a well-founded solidarity among the political 
[prisoners], directed against the despised “cleric-fascist” 
government. … Ideologically, the distinction between “Sozis” 
[Socialists and] Commies on the one hand and Nazis on the 
other, was probably only the internationalism of the Marxists 
and the nationalism of the Nazis. In every other respect they 
agreed on the evils of capitalism. Even the primary connection 
by the Nazis of capitalism with the Jews did not necessarily 
encounter heated critical opposition from the Socialists. 
Released by the Austrian authorities, Kreisky was arrested 
again after the Nazi takeover. He then sent an audacious letter 
to the Gestapo, somehow supposing that its officers would 
harbor sympathy for him. He wrote: 
I [have] decided to direct my request directly to the Gestapo 
since I believe that organization now consists largely of former 
illegals; I am prepared to provide you any time with the 
names of currently prominent, well-known members of the 
NSDAP [Nazi Party] who can testify that during my time as [a] 
prisoner I have always shown solidarity toward my National 
Socialist prison mates. 
It is possible to understand why in the 1930s Kreisky, like 
many other Socialists who were steeped in Marxism and 
viewed capitalists as the true enemies, might have seen Nazis 
as merely misguided revolutionaries. Back then, it was hard to 
know what exactly to make of Hitlerian rhetoric. But it is much 
harder to fathom how Kreisky could have clung to such a view 
after the Holocaust since most of his immediate relatives had 
been murdered in it. Yet he did. 
It’s not really hard to fathom though because Kreisky hated 
Jews and, like most hard core leftist Jews, liked seeing them 
murdered. It’s what the USSR’s purges of Jews through the 
Jewish Section aka the Yevsektsia was built on. 
Leftists are not Jews. They have always been the murderers of 
Jews. Their current collaboration with Hamas is nothing new. 
Long before them, Bruno Kreisky was a Nazi collaborator. 
Kreisky’s 1970 cabinet appointments sparked contention when 
the famous Austrian Nazi-hunter, Simon Wiesenthal, revealed 
that no fewer than four of the eleven ministers were former 
Nazis. Kreisky replied that no one, including those who had 

been Nazis, should be condemned for past political positions 
unless he or she could be shown to have committed a crime. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/freespeechphobicsclingon/storyfnhulhjj1227020970827
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/freespeechphobicsclingon/storyfnhulhjj1227020970827
http://www.frontpagemag.com/author/dgreenfield/
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2013/dgreenfield/austria-kisses-the-islamist-crocodile/
http://www.tabletmag.com/jewish-news-and-politics/180607/muravchik-bruno-kreisky
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He lashed out furiously at Wiesenthal calling him a “Jewish 
fascist,” 
This is typical of the demented hypocrisy of the left, which 
allies with actual fascists, while calling its critics, “Fascists.” 
In 1979, Kreisky took a further step, hosting Arafat in Vienna 
for talks with himself and West German Chancellor Willy 
Brandt on behalf of the Socialist International. The three 
leaders issued a joint communiqué blasting Israel, and at a 
concluding press conference, Kreisky likened the Palestinians’ 
situation to his own Swedish exile during World War Two, 
thereby, as Carl Gershman, the U.S. representative to the 
International, put it, embracing the PLO’s claim, that its 
“campaign against Israel [was] analogous to the European 
resistance against the Nazis.” 
Whom Kreisky actually liked quite a bit. The Nazis that is. 
Bruno Kreisky’s twisted brain isn’t that unusual. You can throw 
a rock at a JVP rally and come up with a dozen equally 
demented creatures. This is the mindset behind the persons of 
Jewish origin in the anti-Israel movement. 
Daniel Greenfield, a Shillman Journalism Fellow at the 
Freedom Center, is a New York writer focusing on radical 
Islam. He is completing a book on the international challenges 
America faces in the 21st century. 

******** 

 
FToben • 5 minutes ago 

Hold on, this is waiting to be approved by FrontPage Magazine. 
* 

The author of this diatribe rests his argument on a false 
premise that German philosopher Martin Heidegger spelled out 
so clearly:  
The Jews, with their marked gift for calculating, live, 
already for the longest time, according to the principle 
of race, which is why they are resisting its consistent 
application with utmost violence. 

Once this basic truth is accepted, then the power of such 
words as "antisemite", "Holocaust denier", "racist", "Nazi", etc. 
is explained as shields/weapons with which to engage in the 
timeless battle-of-the-wills where TRUTH has no home, only 
basic sense gratification that then slips into hedonism-
nihilism.' 
The author's use of the term "demented" tells me more about 
the author's mindset - and that's very sad indeed. 

I formulated a maxim for this state of affairs: 'Don't only 
blame the Jews, also blame those that bend to Jewish 
pressure'. 
In this way we get away from scapegoating anyone and find 
the truth of a contentious matter. 
The other day in Australia we had PM Tony Abbott terminate 
the plan to eliminate Section 18C of the Racial Discrimination 
Act, perhaps hoping to turn it into a kind of blasphemy law in 
disguise. After all it protected Jews from so-called Holocaust 
deniers. 
Now, the question is why did Tony Abbott bend to Jewish 
pressure? Was it Jewish pressure that caused him to abandon 
his plans to eliminate Section 18C? 
Yes, it was - and for once Jewish hubris tells us so - at:  
Australian Jews block change in local race-hate laws –  
http://www.timesofisrael.com/australian-jews-block-change-
in-local-race-hate-laws/ 
Then recently we had Sydney Morning Herald columnist Mike 
Carlton label someone a "Jewish bigot", which some Jews in 
Australia regarded as an antisemitic slur! Carlton was offered a 
suspension and so he resigned instead. 
Years ago we had a prominent media personality, Terry Lane, 
do this willingly over the Israel-Palestine conflict, and this for 
me was a sad thing because it re-confirmed my maxim that 
blanked condemning any group of individuals is indicative of 
how morally and intellectually bankrupt our society has 
become: 
Here is Terry Lane's letter: 
POWERFUL WORDS 
I have said publicly that I will never write or speak on the 
subject of Israel or Palestine ever again. Here is why. 
The Zionist lobby in this country is malicious, implacable, 
mendacious and dangerous. They have caused me a great deal 
of lost sleep – and in the end my insomnia has not contributed 

anything to the resolution of the conflict over Palestine. I 
might as well keep my mouth shut and get some sleep. 
What’s more, once the expression anti-Semite hits the air, or 
heaven forefend, the sacred formula six million is uttered, 
then I know from bitter experience that there is not one 
manager or editor in the country who will defend an underling. 
We are thrown to the jackals. 
In the end the truly tolerant have no defence against 
intolerance. I surrender. To the Zionists I say: You win. To the 
Palestinians: Forgive my cowardice. 
Terry Lane, ABC broadcaster and journalist 
The Australian Jewish New, 4 December 1992 
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/dgreenfield/the-
socialist-nazi-sympathizing-jew-who-led-the-lefts-war-
on-israel/  

______________________________________  

Belgian politician sorry for Holocaust comment 
Hassan Aarab offers ‘apologies’ after writing he understood Hitler’s motives in destroying the Jews 

 

Riverside view of Antwerp, Belgium (photo credit: CC BY-SA 3.0, by Bbd, Wikimedia Commons) 

http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/dgreenfield/the-socialist-nazi-sympathizing-jew-who-led-the-lefts-war-on-israel/
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/dgreenfield/the-socialist-nazi-sympathizing-jew-who-led-the-lefts-war-on-israel/#comment-1535650440
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/dgreenfield/the-socialist-nazi-sympathizing-jew-who-led-the-lefts-war-on-israel/
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/dgreenfield/the-socialist-nazi-sympathizing-jew-who-led-the-lefts-war-on-israel/
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/dgreenfield/the-socialist-nazi-sympathizing-jew-who-led-the-lefts-war-on-israel/
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Two Belgian Jewish groups said they would complain to police 
about a local politician who appeared to justify the Holocaust 
The Belgian League Against Anti-Semitism, or LBCA, and the 
Flemish Forum of Jewish Organizations announced their 
intention to file a complaint for incitement to hatred against 
Hassan Aarab of the Christian Democratic and Flemish party, 
or CD&V, on Thursday. 
Aarab, a baker from the Antwerp suburb of Deurne who ran on 
the party’s ticket during the May municipal elections, wrote on 
Facebook earlier this week: “I think the Germans deliberately 
didn’t kill all the Jews so that we will be able to understand 
now why [Adolf Hitler] was destroying them.” 
Initially, Aarab defended his statement, saying it was 
“provocative” and intended as an expression of anger of 
Israel’s actions in Gaza, not as incitement to hate. But he 
apologized after the leader of the Antwerp chapter of his 
party, Ariane Van Dooren, condemned him. 

“What he wrote is unacceptable and we distance ourselves 
from it,” Van Dooren said. “Hassan simply does not 
understand the gravity of his words.” 
Following this and other statements by party leaders, Aarab 
penned an apology in which he wrote: “I want to offer my 
apologies for what I said. I seek cooperation and dialogue 
between different communities. I realize now my statement 
does not contribute to this, on the contrary.” 
LBCA President Joel Rubinfeld called on Aarab’s party – which 
is the fourth largest in the federal parliament and largest in 
the Flemish Region — to remove him from its ranks. 
“Hassan Aarab has tarnished the reputation of CD&V,” 
Rubinfeld said. “He was pushed to offer his apologies, which 
are the result of circumstances.” 
http://www.timesofisrael.com/belgian-politician-sorry-
for-holocaust-comment/#ixzz39xOHaqKM 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

Sayonara, Sayeeda:  

Departure of the Vibrant Baroness 
Tobias Langdon on August 9, 2014 

Suppose there were a political party in Japan that hated the 
native Japanese and wanted to do them as much harm as 
possible. What would it do? Campaign for mass immigration, 
of course. But some immigrants would be more harmful than 
others. Any party that hated the native Japanese would look 
very favourably on Muslim nations like Pakistan and 
Bangladesh. Enrichment from those two would be guaranteed 
to poison political, cultural and economic life in Japan. 
But that’s entirely hypothetical. There is no malign and 
treacherous party in Japan and the Japanese haven’t been 
enriched with millions of Pakistanis and Bangladeshis. But the 
White British have been and the poison is growing more 
powerful in its effects all the time. The latest example has 
been the noisy departure of Sayeeda Warsi, Britain’s most 
vibrant Baroness, from the so-called Conservative 
government: 
As a display of cynicism and disloyalty, the timing of Baroness 
Warsi’s resignation from the Government could not have been 
more calculating. On Monday night, she represented the 
Government at a moving ceremony at Westminster Abbey to 

commemorate the start of World War I. 
It later transpired — to Downing Street’s fury — that the 
Senior Foreign Office Minister had played this central role in 
the service having already decided to resign dramatically the 
following morning. … Fiercely ambitious, Warsi was incensed 
when she was overlooked for promotion in last month’s 
botched Government reshuffle, while a string of women saw 
advancement. Yet promotion was never a possibility. David 
Cameron actually resisted pressure from senior colleagues to 
sack Warsi, who, with an extraordinarily inflated view of her 
own abilities, had vain hopes of succeeding William Hague as 
Foreign Secretary. … 
The resulting political mess is entirely of Cameron’s own 
making. He promoted Warsi to the Cabinet after the general 
election to Tory Chairman — traditionally a job for a heavy 
hitter — not because of her brilliant oratorical skills or shrewd 
political insights but because of her ethnicity and sex. She is 
the first Muslim woman to serve in a British Cabinet. 
Working class, educated at a comprehensive, and with a broad 
Yorkshire accent, Warsi ticked all the politically-correct boxes 
— she was the perfect antidote to Cameron’s middle-aged, 
grey, Eton-educated colleagues. She was the manifestation of 
the idea that Conservatives were no longer the party of 
privilege. While a woman of considerable willpower, Warsi — a 
solicitor who studied law at Leeds University — had neither the 
experience for the job nor any empathy with Tory members 
[!]. 
Compared to the likes of Norman Tebbit, who was Margaret 
Thatcher’s Tory chairman, Warsi was also a political 
lightweight — and, worse, she had never been elected as an 
MP [Member of Parliament]. She stood as a candidate in her 

native Dewsbury, Yorkshire, in 2005, a winnable seat. But 
while the Tory share of the national vote increased, it fell in 
Dewsbury and Labour won. Cameron responded by putting her 
on his so-called A-list to propel women, ethnic minorities and 
gays into safe seats. She was not even selected so Cameron 
elevated her to the House of Lords in 2007 as Shadow Minister 
for Community Cohesion. 
It was part of his attempt to reach out to the ethnic vote even 
though Indians, rather than Pakistanis, are more likely to vote 
Tory according to recent research. In Cabinet she swiftly 
became known as the ‘Blundering Baroness’. She 
claimed electoral fraud within the Asian community cost the 
Tories three seats at the election — but refused to name the 
seats where the result had been fixed. 
She was also forced to deny saying she did not want more 
Muslim MPs because ‘Muslims that go to Parliament don’t have 
any morals or principle’. Her comments in Urdu, made at a 
private dinner, were misinterpreted, she says. … 
Today, Mr Cameron must regret not sacking Warsi when he 
could have. And how he must rue backing her so assiduously 

— once again raising questions about his judgment of people, 
and women in particular. Westminster was thick with rumour 
last night that she might defect to Labour and that she has 
kept a detailed diary. If either report is true, then Baroness 
Warsi’s capacity for embarrassing Cameron still further will 
increase dramatically. (Baroness blunder: Muslim, working 
class and northern, she ticked all the boxes. Her tragedy was 
her ability didn’t match her ambition, The Daily Mail, 5th 
August 2014) 
The Labour party will be delighted. The Conservatives 
followed liberal advice and “reached out” to those vital 
Muslim voters. Just as liberals intended, it’s gone disastrously 
wrong. Like the Republicans in the US, the Conservatives will 
continue to be the stupid party and continue the futile chase 
for ethnic votes. Like the Democrats, Labour will continue to 
be the evil party, working tirelessly to harm its traditional 
White supporters. But Labour’s “out-reach” to ethnics can 
backfire too. Sayeeda Warsi represents the vibrancy brought 
to Britain by Pakistanis. Here’s some of the vibrancy brought 
by Bangladeshis: 

‘Industrial-scale fraud’ in mayor’s victory 
The extremist-linked mayor of Tower Hamlets, Lutfur Rahman, 
benefited from “considerable” postal ballot fraud and may also 
have been helped by “organised fraud in the counting of the 
votes”, according to his Labour Party rival. John Biggs, who 
was narrowly defeated in May’s highly controversial election, 
said he and party colleagues had seen a number of ballot 
papers at the count where a vote for him, or candidates 
supporting him, had been crossed out and a different vote 
written in. … 

http://www.timesofisrael.com/belgian-politician-sorry-for-holocaust-comment/#ixzz39xOHaqKM
http://www.timesofisrael.com/belgian-politician-sorry-for-holocaust-comment/#ixzz39xOHaqKM
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/author/tobias-langdon/
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2014/04/is-immigration-really-a-jewish-value/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/politics/2010/sep/29/lady-warsi-british-press-anti-islam/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2717288/Baroness-blunder-Muslim-working-class-northern-ticked-boxes-Her-tragedy-ability-didn-t-match-ambition.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2717288/Baroness-blunder-Muslim-working-class-northern-ticked-boxes-Her-tragedy-ability-didn-t-match-ambition.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2717288/Baroness-blunder-Muslim-working-class-northern-ticked-boxes-Her-tragedy-ability-didn-t-match-ambition.html
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2013/08/vibrancy-and-viruses-free-advice-for-struggling-conservatives/
http://www.vdare.com/posts/bipartisanship-and-sam-francis
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2014/06/back-with-a-bangla-zionist-filth-vs-a-tower-of-power/
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In a separate article for a local newspaper Mr Biggs said: “I 
remain a good loser, provided it was a good competition. But I 
am becoming clearer by the day that, remarkably in this 
mother of democracies, it could ultimately be declared that the 
election was bent.” … 
In the chaotic count, which took more than five days to return 
final results for all contests, senior Labour Party sources said 
that, as well as ballot paper tampering, the way the votes for 
the mayoralty had been counted was also suspect. Votes for 
each candidate are normally sorted into bundles of 50, with 
the tellers then counting the number of bundles to give each 
candidate’s total vote. 
However, according to the Labour sources, some of the 
bundles for Mr Rahman contained only 47 or 48 votes, 
resulting in him getting more bundles than he deserved. 
Meanwhile, some bundles for Mr Biggs contained 52 or 53 
votes, resulting in him getting fewer bundles than he should 
have. With around 64,000 first-preference votes cast between 
the two men, a difference of five or six votes in each bundle 
may have been enough to affect the result, the sources said. 
Mr Rahman’s majority after second preferences were included 
was 3,252 votes. 

Mr Rahman, who was expelled from Labour in 2010 after The 
Telegraph exposed his links with an Islamic extremist group, 
the IFE [Islamic Forum of Europe], won re-election as an 
independent despite his council being under two separate 
investigations, one by the Government for alleged misuse of 
funds and another by the police for fraud. … 
Mr Rahman said that allegations of electoral misconduct were 
the unfounded claims of “sore losers.” (‘Industrial-scale fraud’ 
in mayor’s victory, The Daily Telegraph, 26th July 2014) 
Note how the Labour candidate thought a “bent election” was 
“remarkable” in Britain, the “mother of democracies.” How on 
earth could such things be happening here? Here’s a clue: 
Britain’s malign and treacherous elite allowed immigration by 
millions of low-IQ non-Whites from corrupt and violent Third 
World nations like Pakistan and Bangladesh. The consequences 
weren’t difficult to predict. Both the main parties are now 
reaping some of the fruits of their treachery and malice. I 
hope that they reap much more. 
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2014/08/sayon
arasayeedadepartureofthevibrantbaroness/?utm_sourc
e=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Fe
ed%3A+theoccidentalobserver%2Ffeed+%28The+Occi
dental+Observer%29

______________________________________________________________ 

Dutch Jewish group drops far-right politician  
from petition on anti-Semitism 

August 8, 2014 7:00am 
THE HAGUE, Netherlands (JTA) — A Dutch Jewish group 
dropped the politician Geert Wilders from a petition against 
anti-Semitism. 
The Center for Information and Documentation on Israel, or 
CIDI, had approached Wilders for his signature along with 
other well-known Dutchmen. But the group dropped Wilders’ 
name when the petition appeared on Thursday as a full-
page ad in De Telegraaf daily. 
“In the Netherlands, everyone must live safely, also Jews,” 
read the petition. 
The petition noted that it was not an “expression of solidarity 
with Israel’s government.” Rather, the 86 signatories 
said: “Criticism on Israel? Okay. Jew-hatred? No way.” 
CIDI director Esther Voet told the Volkskrant daily that 
Wilders, the leader of the far-right Party for Freedom, was 
removed after he criticized a joint declaration earlier this week 
by Jewish community representatives and Dutch Prime 

Minister Mark Rutte. 
In an open letter this week, Wilders accused Rutte of ignoring 
“the elephant in the room,” adding: “You fear Islam so you will 
not say what everybody knows: The more Islam grows in the 
Netherlands, the more anti-Semitism grows.” 
Released amid an elevated level of anti 
Semitic incidents coinciding with Israel’s actions in Gaza, the 

Aug. 4 declaration read: “Conflict occurring elsewhere must 
not lead to tension and conflicts between various groups in the 
Dutch society.” The statement did not mention Israel, but it 
did praise a Muslim group’s call for tolerance. 
CIDI wrote in a statement that Wilders’ name was removed 
because his letter “did exactly what concerns the people who 
made the declaration, namely importing the Middle East 
conflict” to Holland. 
Voet also told Dutch media that 70 percent of anti-Semitic 
incidents were caused by immigrants, though she did not 
know their religion. 
Wilders lived in Israel for two years and is a staunch supporter 
of the Jewish state. He is also outspoken in his opposition to 
Islam and recently caused controversy when he suggested 
Holland should have “fewer Moroccans.” 
Federative Jewish Netherlands, a small right-wing Jewish 
group, criticized CIDI’s actions and called on it to apologize to 

Wilders, whom it thanked for his efforts on behalf of Israel and 
Dutch Jewry.  
 
http://www.jta.org/2014/08/08/newsopinion/world/
dutch-jewish-group-drops-far-right-politician-from-
petition-on-anti-semitism  

__________________________________________________________  

...and now more fraud from a Nobel Peace Laureate, Elie Wiesel... 
On 11 August 2014, the Guardian will publish a wildly 
inaccurate and inflammatory advert from supporters of 
the state of Israel branding the Palestinian resistance 
as 'child killers'. 
We write to condemn the Guardian's decision to print a wildly 
inaccurate and inflammatory advert from supporters of the 
state of Israel branding Palestinians opposing Israel in Gaza as 
'child killers'. This is especially sickening when Israel's latest 
bombardment of Gaza has killed close to 400 Palestinian 
children. Amnesty International has condemned the deliberate 
targeting of schools and hospitals by Israel as a war crime. 
Among the advert's very many inaccuracies is the claim that 
those forces opposing Israel do not have the support of 
Palestinians when the current Israeli offensive is against a 
united Hamas-Fatah government which commands the support 
of the majority of Palestinians. 
Sadly the decision to print this advert, rejected by The Times 
newspaper, is another sign of the increasingly pro-Israeli bias 
of the Guardian's editorial policy, including the gross 

underestimate of the size of last Saturday's Gaza protest 
demonstration. You are repeatedly running the slur that those 
who campaign in support of Palestine are anti-Semitic when 
the very many Jews in the movement and the movement as a 
whole have repeatedly made it absolutely clear that this is not 
the case. 
We call on the editor to redress the balance in future 
coverage. 
• John Rees Co-founder, Stop the War Coalition • Lindsey 
German Convenor, Stop the War Coalition • Sarah Colborne 
Director, Palestine Solidarity Campaign • Jeremy Corbyn 
MP• Kate Hudson General Secretary, Campaign for Nuclear 
Disarmament • David Hearst Middle East Eye • Tariq Ali 
Writer and broadcaster • Barnaby Raine Organiser of the 
Jewish Bloc on demonstrations for Gaza. 

* 

Also view: Elie Wiesel cons the world - Where is 
Elie's Tattoo? http://www.eliewieseltattoo.com/
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